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 (my personal suggestion is currently Macbook Pro Retina 13-inch, Macbook Pro Retina 13-inch Mid 2015, MacBook Pro Retina 15-inch, and if I don't get it with mid 2015 I would get the MacBook Pro Retina 15-inch, Macbook Pro Retina 15-inch, Macbook Pro Retina 13-inch) The updated 0.5.5.2 is able to run all of your mods except MovableMap (because I don't know what it's development is in
progress and it's not compatible with newer versions of 0.5.5.x). So currently the only way to use the mod is to disable it. Maybe 0.5.6 will have the full compatibility, but I'm not sure. UPDATE: 0.5.6 (some time in April 2018): - Added compatibility for Mojang 1.1.5 (even if it only loads the plugin "name" and "property" - but no saves are compatible) - The plugin "name" is no longer editable,
though I'd rather make an option to use a game name instead of the plugin name - When you use a mod with a map that uses both the plugin and the game information, you can now edit the plugin, but the game information isn't editable - In the options menu you can use a different map url (with a syntax like this: {savedata:[path], saveas:[path], saveto:[path], game:name}). Use the game name

"minecraft" or "wolfenstein" for example to save as a map with that mod (note that the map name can have spaces) - Added compatibility for Age of Empires 2.0.0 (saves with me with some mods are not compatible yet) - Added compatibility for Age of Empires III - Added compatibility for Age of Wonders 2 - Added compatibility for Fallout 3 - Added compatibility for War in the West - Added
compatibility for The Elder Scrolls: Skyrim - Added compatibility for Rise of Nations: Medieval - Added compatibility for Europa Universalis II - Added compatibility for Europa Universalis IV - Added compatibility for Age of Wonders: The Complete History - Added compatibility for Warhammer Fantasy II - Added compatibility for Warhammer Fantasy III - Added compatibility for 82157476af
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